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TRACE ALGEBRAS

BY

R. P. SHEETS

Abstract. We give an algebraic unification for those mathematical structures

which possess the abstract properties of finite-dimensional vector spaces: scalars,

duality theories, trace functions, etc. The unifying concept is the "trace algebra,"

which is a set with a ternary operation which satisfies certain generalized associa-

tivity and identity laws. Every trace algebra induces naturally an object which (even

though no additive structure may be available) possesses a summation operator and

inner product which obey the Fourier expansion and other familiar properties. We

construct the induced object in great detail. The ultimate results of the paper are:

a theorem which shows that the induced object of a "well-behaved" trace algebra

determines it uniquely; and a theorem which shows that well-behaved trace algebras

look, formally, like the trace algebras associated with finite-dimensional vector spaces.

0. Introduction. The subject of this paper is an investigation of an algebraic

unification for those mathematical structures which act (even though they may

have no additive structure) formally like finite-dimensional linear spaces—which

is to say, those objects which possess the abstract analogues of scalars, inner

products, summation operators, tensor products, homogeneous endomorphisms,

trace functions and duality theories on the endomorphisms, and which obey the

abstract analogues of the Fourier expansion, Riesz representation, and Parseval

relations—in short, all of the familiar behavior one normally associates with

finite-dimensional linear spaces.

The focus of our investigation is on the "trace algebra." A trace algebra is a

generalized monoid—a set with a ternary operation which satisfies certain general-

ized associativity and identity laws. As will be shown, every trace algebra induces in

a very natural way a mathematical object which exhibits all of the above-mentioned

behavior as well as most of the interrelations familiar from the theory of linear

spaces (with the notable exception of "Fubini's theorem"). The induced object is

induced in a well-behaved manner : its structure is determined by the structure of

the trace algebra, and by nothing else. Conversely, if the trace algebra is well

behaved, then it is uniquely determined by its induced object, as our first main

result, the "uniqueness theorem," will show. This means that when everything is

well behaved, then our abstract "linear spaces" are the same thing as trace

algebras.
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Our primary model for trace algebras has been the one associated with a given

finite-dimensional free module M over a commutative ring K with unity; namely,

Bilinjf (M), the set of all P-bilinear maps MxM-*■ M. Under the restrictions

presented in §2, example (2), there is a ternary product [ , , ] defined by

(*) (*, y)U, g,h] = 2 ((*. edf. (fit, y)s)h
t

for/ g, he BilinK (M) and all x,y e M. Our second main result, the "representation

theorem," will show that every well-behaved trace algebra has a defining relation

analogous to equation (*), with "2" being the abstract summation operator and

/ g, h certain binary maps uniquely associated with the elements of the trace

algebra.

Except for examples, everything in the paper is directed ultimately towards

proving our two main results. After defining the basic concepts in §1, §3 introduces

the "induced semigroup" which is the analogue of the underlying ring K; §§4 and 5

study the "comonoid," which is the abstract analogue of hom^ (M; M); §§7 and 8

the abstract inner product and duality theory; and §11, the summation operator,

trace function, and tensor product. §§6, 9 and 10 deal with a string of characteriza-

tion theorems which lead up to the uniqueness and representation theorems in

§13. §§2 and 12 give examples of trace algebras, in which the Lebesgue integral,

real-analytic "supremum" and the set-theoretic union play the part of the abstract

summation operator.

The author has been unable to find a precedent in the literature. Other ternary

systems, such as the "polyadic groups" of [2], have been studied but have no

apparent connection with our work. The author's motivation was primarily his

interest in the categorical and formal properties of linear spaces and their

generalizations.

Finally, the author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Saunders Mac Lane

for his kind encouragement and many helpful criticisms of this work while the

author was an undergraduate at the University of Chicago.

1. First considerations.

Definition 1.1. (i) An S-moduloid is a set M together with a semigroup with

unity S and a map MxS^ M, which we denote by (•), suchthat m-(aß) = (m- a)- ß

and m • 1 = m for all m e M and a, ß e S, where 1 denotes the unity of 5.

(ii) If M, M' are two S-moduloids, then n: M-> M' is called an S-homogeneous

map iff (m■ a)n = (m-n)■ a for all m e M and ae S. A map -¡r: Mx M -+ M' is called

S-bihomogeneous if it is S-homogeneous in each argument.

Definition 1.2. A map -n: AxB^C between arbitrary sets A, B, C will be

called nondegenerate if (a, b1)n=(a, b2)n for all ae A and fixed bu b2e B implies

that b1=b2 and if (ax, b)n=(a2, b)v for all b e B and fixed au a2e A implies that

ax=a2.
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Definition 1.3. Given a set A with a map </>:AxAxA-^A, which we denote

by </>: (x, y, z) h> [x, y, z], then, we say that

(i) be Ais a l-atom if for all x, y, z,we A,

[x, b, [v, z, w]] = [[x, b, y], z, w] and [[x, y, b], z, w] = [x, [y, z, w], b],

(ii) d e A is a 2-atom if for all x, j>, z, w e /Í,

[a", x, [y, z, w]] = [j>, [d, x, z], w] and [x, [y, z, d], w] = [[x, y, w], z, d],

(iii) a e A is a 3-atom if for all x, j,z,we .4,

[[*, y, z], a, w] = [x, y, [z, a, w]]   and    [x, v, [a, z, w]] = [a, [x, y, z], w].

The equations in (i), (ii), (iii) are called the partial associativity laws for the ternary

map </>. The set of 1-atoms will be denoted by 01, the set of 2-atoms by 02, and the

set of 3-atoms either by 03 or just 0. (The reason for this will be given later.) The

sets 0' (/= 1, 2, 3) will be referred to as the i-plinths of </>, and 0 more commonly as

just the "plinth" of </>.

Remark (Notation). (1) For convenience, "a" will always denote a 3-atom,

"b" a l-atom, and "a"' a 2-atom. Also, "m" and "»" will always denote atoms,

the kind of atom being stipulated in the text as necessary. (2) Because the partial

associativity laws are used constantly in what follows, it will be inconvenient to

always refer back to Definition 1.3 for a justification of their use. Therefore, we

make the following convention: whenever a partial associativity law is invoked,

we will write a factorial sign ( !) after that atom which is relevant to the law being

used. For example, rather than writing "[[x, y, z], a, w] = [x,y, [z, a, w]] because

a e 0," we write instead, " [[x, y, z], a!, w] = [x, y, [z, a, w]]." Similarly,

" [x, y, [z, a!, w]] = [[x, y, z], a, w],"

and

"[[*> b\,y], z, w] = [x, b, [y, z, w]],"   etc.

Definition 1.4. Given a map </> as in Definition 1.3, then a coident pair for <f> is a

pair of elements x,, x2e A together with a permutation a e S3 such that

[xia, x2o, x3„]=x3 for all x3 e A. An x e A is called an ident if it is a member of a

coident pair.

For the following definition, we make the following notational conventions:

"3 a, b, a":" will mean "there exist a e ®,be 01 and de 02 suchthat.. .". Further,

" [x, *, y]" will mean "[x, z, y] = z for all z e A," and similarly for " [x, y, *]" and

"[*,x,y]."

Definition 1.5. A trace algebra is a set A with a ternary product </>: (x,y, z)

h> [x, v, z], such that the following four axioms hold :

3 a, b, d:       [*, a, d]   and    [a, *, b],

(TA-1) 3a,b,d:       [d, b, *]    and   [a,*,b],

3 a, b, d:       [d, b, *]    and    [*, a, d].
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(TA-2) For all a, b, d,

[d, b, a] e 0,        [b, a, d] e Q\       [a, d, b] e &2.

(TA-3) For all x e A,

u,ve&     implies    [u, v, x] e 0,

u, v e 01   implies    [x, u, v] e 01,

u, v e 02   implies    [u, x, v] e 02.

(TA-4) For fixed x1; x2 e A,

[u, v, Xj] = [u, v, x2] for all u, v e 0 implies xx = x2,

[xu u, v] = [x2, u, v] for all u, v e 01 implies Xi = x2,

[u, xu v] = [u, x2, v] for all u,ve@2   implies   Xi = x2.

Denote by 0O the set of all members of 0 such that there exists b, d such that

[a, *, b] and [*, a, d], and similarly for 0J and 02. Note that TA-1 tacitly assumes

the existence of atoms, coident pairs, and in particular, coident pairs of atoms.

Proposition 1.6 (Principle of duality for trace algebras). Given a per-

mutation a e S3, define the ternary product [ , , ]a on A by

[Xi, x2, x3]a = [xla, x2a, x3a]

for all xlf x2, x3e A. Then A is a trace algebra under each of these ternary products,

and in this case is denoted by A". In fact, if &'„ (i= 1, 2, 3) denotes the set of ¡-atoms

of A", then 0j,= 0it7.

Proof. Follows from the symmetry of our definitions and axioms.

It follows, therefore, that for every statement about trace algebras, there are

five more statements corresponding to the five "dual" trace algebras A", and hence

if the statement is valid for all trace algebras, then so are the "dual" statements.

For this reason, we will usually suppress dual propositions and theorems and their

proofs except where necessary for clarity or completeness.

We can now proceed.

Definition 1.7. (i) For x e A define <f>x: 0 x 0 -> 0 by

(u, v)<j>x = [u, v, x]

for all u, v e 0. By TA-3, </>x is meaningful, and by TA-4, <f>x=<f>y iff x=y.

(ii) Similarly, define maps <fx: ö'xö1^ 01 and t¡x: 02x02^ 02 by

(w, v)</jx = [x, v, u]   for all u,ve 01,

iu, v)t]x = [u, x, v]   for all u,ve 02.

The following relations are basic:

Proposition 1.8. (i) For all u,v,ae 0, x, y e A,

("> v)<t>lx¡a,y] = Hu, v)<f>x, a)<j>y,       iu, t#[a,*,¡,] = ia, iu, v)<f>x)<f>y.
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(ii) For all u,v,be 01, x,ye A,

(", *#[*.¡/,w = (b, (", v)</iy)>/jx,       (u, v)ip[x¡b,yi = ((u, v)<py, b)i/>x.

(iii) For all u,v,de 02, x, y e A,

(U, v)r}liiXtVi = (d, (U, v)t]y)t]x, (U, V)r)lx¡y¡<n = ((u, v)r¡x, d)-qy.

Proof. Immediate consequences of the definitions and the partial associativity

laws.

2. Examples of trace algebras.

(1) Trivial trace algebras. Let 5 be a commutative semigroup with unity. Define

the ternary product [x, y, z] = t- xyz for all x, y, z e S, where / is an element of S

which has an inverse. Then S endowed with this product is a trace algebra with

0=01=02 = 5.

(2) Finite-dimensional K-modules. As was mentioned in the Introduction, this

particular class of trace algebras is the basic model for most of our considerations.

Let ii be a commutative ring with unity, and M be a finite-dimensional free module

over K which is self-dual, and let Bilin^ (M) denote the set of AT-bilinear mappings

from MxM to M. Recall that for any fie \Y\\\nK (M) there is an element fTe M

(usually called the contraction offi but which we will refer to as the trace off),

defined by fT= 2,■ = i (e„ e,)f where the summation is over y'= 1,..., dim M and

where e, is a self-dual basis of M, in the sense that <e¡, e¡) = S0 for all i, j. The trace

is independent of the choice of self-dual basis.

Then, if/, g,he BilinK (M), define [/, g, h] e Bilin^ (M) by

(x,y)[f,g,h] = {(x,y)V}T

for all x, y e M, where V e Bilin^ (M) is defined by

(z,z')V = ((x,z)fi(z',y)g)h

for all z, z' e M. Or, written in more explicit notation,

(*) (x, y)[fi g,h]= 2 ((*> e,)fi (e„ y)g)h.
i=i

The module Bilin^ (M) is a trace algebra under this ternary product.

In particular,/is a 3-atom iff (u, y)/=<M, v)w for all u,ve M and fixed w e M;

/is a l-atom iff (u, v)f=(u, w}v for all u,ve M and fixed w e M. And finally,/is a

2-atom iff (u, v)f=(v, w}u for all u, v.

In the concluding section of this paper, it will be shown that every trace algebra

which is well behaved has a defining relation analogous to equation (*), though

it need not look anything like BilinK (M), as will be shown when more examples

are given in §12.

Throughout this paper, the plinth 0 and the maps <px will be given precedence

over the plinths 01, 02 and maps t/ix, -nx. The main reason for this is as follows:
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if one takes the trace algebra BilinK (Af ) and constructs </>f, >fif, r¡f for fe BilinK (M),

one finds that <f>f is isomorphic (as a bilinear product on M) to / whereas this is

not true of <¡>¡ and r¡f. Therefore, in an arbitrary trace algebra, we will regard <$>x

as the "true" representative of a quantity x whose (hidden) status as a binary

map is expressed by its membership in the trace algebra.

3. The induced semigroup. We show that there is a commutative semigroup

with unity, F, such that A, and in fact 0, 01, and 02, are T-moduloids and that

the 4>x, >px, r¡x are T-bihomogeneous maps.

Definition 3.1. Define maps (a, b), {a, d}, [d, b]: A -> A as follows:

(i) xia,b) = [a,x,b],

(ii) x{a, d) = [x, a, d],

(iii) x[d, b] = [d, b, x],

for all x e A and for fixed a, b, d.

Denote the sets of these maps as Fu F2, F3, respectively.

Proposition 3.2. (i) For a e Fu

[xa, y, z] = [x, y, za]

(ii) for a e F2,

[x, ya, z] = [x, y, za]

(iii) for a e r3,

[xa, y, z] = [x, ya, z]

for all x,y,ze A.

Proof. For example, [[a, x,b\], y, z] = [a!, [x, y, z], b] = [x, y, [a, z, b]], which

proves (i).

Proposition 3.3. Suppose that we 0' and a e r, ifor i, j=1,2, 3 fixed). Then

ua e &.

Proof. For example, let i = 3. Then w(a, b) = [a, u,b]e& and u{a, d}=[u, a, d]

6 0 by TA-3. On the other hand, u[d, b] = [d, b,u]e@ by TA-2.

Proposition 3.4. r1 = r2 = r3.

Proof, (i) Let a e T3 and (a, b) = 1 = identity map on A (which is possible by

TA-1). Then by Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, a = (a, b) ° a = (aa, b) e IV So TaSTi.

(ii) Let a e rl5 and {a, d)-i. Then a={a, d} o a={a, da} e F2. So I\S F2. (iii) Let

a e T2 and [d, b] = l. Then a=[d, b] ° a = [d, ba] e F3. So T2sF3 and we are done.

We therefore denote T = Tj = T2 = F3.

Corollary 3.5. The ternary product [ , , ] is F-homogeneous in each argument.

Proposition 3.6. F is a commutative semigroup with unit.

[x, y, z]a,

[X, y, Z]a,

[x, y, z]a,
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Proof. We need only demonstrate commutativity. If a, ß e Y and [d, b] = l, then

xa o ß = [d, b, x]a o ß = [da, b, x]ß = [da, bß, x] = [d, bß, x]a = [d, b,x]ß°a = xßoa for

all xe A.

It follows therefore that A, and 0, 01, 02, are T-moduloids, and that the </>x,

i/ix, t)x are T-bihomogeneous maps. Hereafter, we write a o ß = aß or =a-ß.

Proposition 3.7. (,),{,}, and [ , ] are nondegenerate maps.

Proof. An application of TA-4, and TA-1.

Proposition 3.8. Suppose a,ßeY and «60|, (i fixed). Then ua = uß implies that

a = ß.

Proof. For example, suppose i=3. Then if we let (u, b) = l for some b, then

xa = [u, x, b]a = [ua, x, b] = [uß, x, b] = [u, x, b]ß = xß for all x e A.

Remark. In particular, this shows that the restrictions of any member of the

induced semigroup Y to any one of the 0' uniquely determines that member. For

this reason we will hereafter freely identify a member of Y with its restrictions to

the various plinths.

We will also denote the set of 1-1 maps in Y by r0.

Definition 3.9. Given u, v e 0, define <w, v} : 0 -> 0 by

a ■ (u, v} = [u, v, a]

for all a. Denote the set of these maps by Y'.

Proposition 3.10. If Y is regarded as a set of maps on 0, then T'sT.

Proof. For we Q, and (a, b) = 1, we have

w(u, Vs) = [u, v, [a, w\, b]] = [[u, v, a], w, b] = w-([u, v, a], b)

for all w. Hence we are finished.

We will be in a position later to show that in fact T' = r (Corollary 10.8).

Remark. Additive trace algebras. Suppose that the trace algebra A is also an

abelian group under ( + ) in such a way that each argument of the ternary product

is additive with respect to addition: [x+x',y,z] — [x,y,z] + [x',y,z], etc., in

which case A is called an additive trace algebra. Then note that T is a commutative

ring with unity (which we will call the "induced ring" of A), that A is a T-module,

with 0, 01, 02 as submodules, and that in fact, the maps <f>x, $x, rjx are T-bilinear

maps on 0, 01, and 02, respectively.

4. The comonoid. In this section we define the remainder of those concepts that

we will need before we can embark on the proofs of the theorems in the next

section. In brief, we construct classes of T-homogeneous maps on 0, 01, 02,

which play the same relationship to A as the set horn* (M; M) plays to the trace

algebra Bilin^ (M) of example (2).
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Definition 4.1. For any maps g : S x S -> S and t : S -> S on an arbitrary set S,

we will define the left, right, and rear isotopes of g by t to be the maps (?, l,g),

(1, /, g) and g ° t: SxS-> S defined, respectively, by

(x,y)(t, \,g) = ixt,y)g,

ix,y)i\,t,g) = ix,yt)g,

(x,y)ig°t) = iix,y)g)t,

for all x, y e S. The isotopes have the obvious properties :

it, l, il, t',g)) = il, t', it, I, g)),

it,l,it',l,g))  = itot',\,g),

il, t,g) of   =  il,t,got'),

etc. We hereafter define it, t', g) = it, 1, (1, t', g)).

Definition 4.2. Let A<f> be the set of all (f>x, A>fi the set of all >jix, and Ar¡ the set

of all t]x, for x e A.

Then, a map 6: 0 -> 0 is called compatible if for every w e A, all three isotopes

of <j>w by 6 are in A<f>. That is, there are x, y, z e A such that ¡f>x = i6, I, <f>w), (f>y

= (!> 0> <f>w) and <j>z = 4>w° 0. If the x, j>, z exist, then they are uniquely determined

by w and 0, and so we are therefore justified in writing

x = (1, 6, w),       y = (9, l,w),       z = wo 9,

(9, 9', w) = (l, 9', (9, 1, tv)).

The properties of isotopes listed above carry over for these formal isotopes.

Denote the set of compatible maps by A3, or just by A.

Similarly, we have sets A1, A2 defined as follows: SeA1 iff for all w e A, all three

isotopes of i/iw by S are in A<]>, where, of course, 8 is a map 01 -*■ 01. We denote the

corresponding isotopes determined by (8, 1, i/iw), (1, 8, i/tw) and i/iw ° 8 as (8, 1, iv)1,

(1, 8, w)1 and w * 8, respectively, and, of course, (8, 8', w)1 = (S, 1, (1, 8', w)1)1.

Finally, if e: 02 -> 02 is such that all three isotopes of r¡w by e are in Ar¡, for all

w, then e e A2, and from (e, 1, tjw), (1, e, rjw) and r¡w o £ we get (e, 1, w)2, (1, e, w)2

and w § e, respectively, and the obvious definition for (e, e , w). This completes

Definition 4.2.

Now, A, A1, A2 are obviously monoids, and are called the 3-, 1-, and 2-comonoids

of A, respectively. We will usually refer to A as just "the comonoid of A."

For ease of expression, we make the following convention: suppose that, for

example, for w e A and 9: 0 -> 0, (9, 1, </>x) is in A<j>. Then we say that "(0, 1, x)

is defined," or "(0, 1, x) exists," or merely "(0, 1, x) e A." Similarly for the other

isotopes.

Definition 4.3. (i) Suppose that 0: 0 -> 0 is such that (0, 1, b) exists and is in

01 for all b e 01. Then 0 is called ^-consistent.

(ii) Suppose that 0: 0-» 0 is such that (1, 0, d) exists and is in 02 for all

d e 02. Then 0 is called ^-consistent.
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Definition 4.4. For any map 8: 0 -> 0 which is ©^consistent (02-consistent)

we may define a map 81: 0X -> 01 (62: 02 -> 02) by

b81 = (8,l,b)    for allie©1,

dd2 = (l,6,d)   for all ¿e©2.

In this case, 81 is called the Ql-dual and Ô2 the Q2-dual of 0, if they exist.

Proposition 4.5. (i) Suppose 8 is ©^--consistent. Then b * d1 exists for all b and

b*81=bd1.

(ii) Suppose 8 is (Inconsistent. Then d§ 62 exists for all d and d * 02 = dB2.

(iii) For any 0: 0 ->- 0 and any ae 0, a° 8 exists and is equal to aB.

Proof. Trivial.

Proposition 4.6. (i) Suppose that tt,t. 0-> 0 are 01-consistent. Then tr ° r

is ©^consistent, and (n o t)1 = t1 ott1 and (1:0)1 = 1:01 (where l:S means the

identity map on the set S). Similarly for ©2-consistent maps.

(ii) Suppose Tr, t are 01-, ©2-consistent, respectively. Then

(an, b) = (a, brr1),       {ar, d} = {a, oY2}

for all a, b, d.

Proof. Trivial.

In addition we will also need the following:

Lemma 4.7. Suppose that B: 0 -*• 0. 77!e«

(i) b ° 0 exists iff (I, B,b) exists,

(ii) do B exists iff(B, l,d) exists.

Proof. For example, (u, v)</> = [u, v, b] = v-(u, b). The reader may catch a glimpse

of what is going to happen in future sections by comparing this last equation to

those at the end of example (2).

Lemma 4.8. Suppose that for B: 0 -> 0 and x,y,ze A it is true that x o 6,

(6, l, y) and (1, B, z) exist. Then for arbitrary w e A,

[aB, w, y] - [a, w, (B, I, y)],

[a, xoB,z] = [a, x, (1, 8, z)],

[w,a6,z] = [w,a,(l, 8, z)],

[x°0,a,y] = [x,a,(8, l,y)].

Proof. Application of Proposition 1.8 and the definitions.

5. The comonoid (CTD). In this section we prove several theorems concerning

A. We give a necessary and sufficient condition that a map be in A (Theorem 5.7),

preparatory to the final and far more elegant version to be proved in §9. It will be

useful to know the relations that exist between the ternary product [ , , ] and the
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three isotopic actions, hence the "exterior action laws" (Theorem 5.9). The

remainder of our efforts will be devoted to showing the existence of the 01- and

02-duals of elements of A (Lemma 5.2) and to giving a characterization of the maps

in A (Theorem 5.10).

Lemma 5.1. (i) Suppose that 8: Q-+Qissuchthat(l)zodeAand(2)b°8eA

(do Be A) for a given ze A and fixed b e Q J (d e ©2). Then, [x, y,z]° Be A for all

x, y e A and further, [x, y, z]° 8=[x,y,z ° 8].

(ii) Suppose that 8: 01 -> 01 is such that (1) x * 8 e A and (2)d* 8 e A(a * 8e A)

for some de ©I (a e 0O). Then [x, y, z] * 8 e A for all y,ze A and [x, y, z] * 8

= [x * 8, y, z].

(iii) Suppose that e:02->-02 is such that (1) y#eeA and (2) b#eeA

(a # e e A) for some b e 0J (a e 0O). Then [x, y, z]#ee A for all x,zeA, and

[x,y,z]§8=[x,y#8,z].

Proof. We will prove (i) for the case b ° 8 e A. The case for d ° 8 e A is similar,

and parts (ii), (iii) are dual theorems of (i). Therefore, let a e 0O be such that

(a, b) = 1 and then

(1) [a,zo8,b]=zo8=[a,z,b]o8.

(2) We show that [a, z,b°8] = [a, z, b] ° 8, for

(«, t>)0ra.*.().M = (a, (u, v)</>^e)<pb = (a, (u, v)</>2 ° 8)<pb

= (a, (u, v)<pz)<pb °8 = (a, (u, v)<j>z)<t>b.e = (u, v)<j>[atZtb.n.

(", ^u.1,.2] ° Ö = (a, (u, v)4>lx¡y^)<f>b o 8   (remember that (a, b) = 1)

= (a, (u, v)(plx¡y¡z])<pb<,g = (u, v)<pla¡[x¡y¡shbQ$i

for all u,ve ©. So by definition, [x, y, z]° 8 exists for arbitrary x, y e A, and

further,

[x, y, z] o 8 = [a, [x, y, z], b ° 8].

[x, y,zo8] = [a!, [x, y, z ° 8], b] = [x, y, [a, z ° 8, b]]

(4) =[x,y,[a\,z,bod]] (by (2))

= [a, [x, y, z], bo 8] = [x, y,z]o8   (by (3)).

Lemma 5.2. If 8: 0 -> 0 is such that (8, 1, a) exists for some a e 0O, then

(i) 8 is ©^--consistent,

(ii) a * 81 is defined and equal to (8, I, a).

Proof, (i)

[c, b\, [(8, I, a), u, v]] = [[c, b, (8, I, a)], u, v] = [[c8, b\, a], u, v]   (where ce©)

= [cd, b, [a, u, v]].

So let u, v e 01, then if we set E= [(8, 1, a), u, v], F= [a, u, v], for fixed w, v, then

from the above equation we have [c,b, E] = [cd,b, F] and so [x, y, [c!, b, E]]

= [x, y, [c8\, b, F]], hence [c, [x, y, b], E] = [cB, [x, y, b], F].
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Now let x e 02, and [x, b] = 1. Then [c, y, E] = [c6, y, F] for all y e A and c e 0.

Let y e 0, then we have (c, y)<t>E = (c6, y)(/>F for all c, y e 0, hence (0, 1, F) exists

and is equal to E; that is,

(*) (0, 1, [a, u, v]) = [(6, 1, a), u, v] = (v, w)<A(M.a)-

So let (a, v) = l, then (0, 1, u) = (v, h)0(9ii,o).

But the right-hand side of this last equation is in 01, so (0, 1, u) e 01 for all

u e 01, so (i) is established.

(ii) Since we have just shown that 0 is ©^consistent, then the 0x-dual 01 is

defined. So returning to equation (*) above, we get

(0, \,(v, w)</>0) = (v,u)<l>Wtl¡a)

and so (v, ü)t/ia ° 61=(v, ü)ifi(e¡1¡a) for all v,ue 01.

So a * 01 is defined and equal to (0, 1, a).

Lemma 5.3. Suppose that (6, 1, d) (or (6, I, a)) exists for some de 0g (or a e 0O).

Then

(i) (0, 1, x) eAfor all xeA,

(ii) x * 01 e A for all xeA,

(iii) (0, 1, x)=x * 01 for all xeA,

(iv) [(0, 1, x), y, z] = (0, 1, [x, y, z]) for all x,y,zeA.

Proof. We prove the theorem for a e 0. By Lemma 5.2(h), we can conclude from

the hypothesis that a * 01 exists for some a e 0O.

(1) x * 01 is defined for all x e A. For since a * 01 is defined, let (a, b) = 1. Then

by Lemma 5.1(h), [a, x, b] * 01=x * 01 is also defined, for arbitrary x.

(2) (01, 1, ay=a9 for all a e 0. For

iu, v)ifiae = [a9, v, u] = [a, v, (0, 1, u)]   (since 0 is ©^consistent)

= [a, v, t/01] = iud\ v)ta = iu, v)i6\ 1, «,

and so the desired equation results.

(3) For notational convenience, denote 6J= 01 for all 0 e A. Then

(", "Wia.b.x. en = (("> »)<l><.x.e», ¿#a = ((", v)<px ° 9J, b)<j>a

= ((u,v)</,x,b)(9J,l,ta).

So let E=(9J, 1, a)1, then

= ((", v)4<x, b)>l>E = (u, v)4>[EtbtXl = (u, v)ifilae¡bíXl

(for, E=a by (2)). We have therefore shown that [a, b,x* 01] = [a9, b, x].

(4) From this last equation, we get, for u, v e 0,

[u, v, [a\, b,x* 01]] = [u, v, [aOl, b, x]]

so [a, [u, v, b], x * 01] = [a9, [u, v, b], x]. Let (u, b) = l. Then [a, v, x * 01] = [a9, v, x]

for all a, v e 0, hence (a, v)<f>x.g] = (a9, v)<j>x = (a, v)(6, 1, <£*). Therefore, (0, 1, x)

is defined and equal to x * 01 for all xeA. This gives (ii) and (iii).
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(5) We know from Lemma 5.1 that [x * 01, y, z] = [x, y, z] * 01 for all x, y, z e A,

on the basis of (1). Therefore, by (4) we get (iv). This completes the proof.

Lemma 5.4. 7/(1, 0, a) is defined for some a e 0O, then

(i) 0 is Q2-consistent,

(ii) a # 02 is defined and equal to (I, 9, a).

Proof. This is a dual to Lemma 5.2.

Corollary 5.5. If 9 e A, then 9 is both 01- and ®2-consistent, and hence has

01- and &2-duals.

Proof. Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4.

Lemma 5.6. Suppose that (1,9, a) (or (1, 0, b)) is defined for some ae 0O (or

b e 0J). Then

(i) (1, 0, y) e A for all y e A,

(ii) y#92eAforallyeA,

(iii) (l,9,y)=y§92forallyeA,

(iv) [x, (1, 0, y), z] = (l, 9, [x, y, z]) for all x, y, z e A.

Proof. This, again, is a dual of Lemma 5.3, whose proof is based on Lemma 5.2.

We now give the first version of a necessary and sufficient condition for a map

to be in A.

Theorem 5.7. Suppose 9: 0 -» 0 is such that each of the following three state-

ments is valid:

(i) b o 9 or do 9 exists for some be 0¿ or de 0g.

(ii) (0, 1, a) or d ° 6 exists for some ae 0O or de 0g.

(iii) (I, 6, a) or b o 0 exists for some ae 0O or b e 0¿.

Then 6 e A. (The converse is trivial.)

Proof. We make use of Lemmas 5.1, 5.3, and 5.6. For example, if parts (ii) and

(iii) are valid, then by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.6, automatically we can conclude that

(1,0, w) and (0, 1, w) exist for all w e A. Therefore, it only remains to be shown

that w o 6 e A for all w e A. For example, suppose that b o 0 exists for b e 0¿.

Then by Lemma 5.1, we can conclude that [a, x,b]° 9 exists. Since b e 0J, let

(a, b)=l and then we get that also x° 0 exists. Similarly for the case de 0g.

Finally, the proofs of all the other possible combinations of (i), (ii), (iii) are duals

of what we have just done.

Therefore, we have shown that one needs only to test the action of the isotopes

of a map 0: 0 -> 0 on at most three elements of A, rather than on all of them,

and in fact, the testing elements are permitted to be atoms. We will show in §9

that one needs to use only one testing element.

For the while, however, notice that Theorem 5.7 is actually stronger than is

necessary for some cases. For example, from Lemma 4.7, we get the following

corollary :
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Corollary 5.8. Suppose that for 8: ©^ ©, and for some ae 0O, be 0J,

de 0§, at least one of the following two conditions holds:

(i) b o 8 e A, and (8, 1, a) e A or do 8 e A.

(ii) do Be A, and (1, 8, a) e A or b o 8 e A.

Then 8 e A.

Theorem 5.9 (Exterior action laws). Suppose that Be A. Then for all

x,y,ze A,

[x, y,Zo8] = [x, y, z] o 8,

[x,(l,8,y),z] =(l, 8, [x,y,z]),

[(8,l,x),y,z] = (8, 1, [x,y,z]).

Proof. Lemmas 5.1, 5.3, 5.6.

Define for fixed a e 0, maps 8X,8X: 0 -s- 0 by u8x = (u, a)4>x and u6x = (a, u)</>x

for a given x. The maps 8X, 8X will be called the right and left a-sections of x,

respectively.

Theorem 5.10 (Characterization of A). A map 8: 0 -> 0 is in A iff it is a

section of some x in A.

Proof. (1) Given a section 8X, which for convenience we denote by tt. If b e 0¿,

then (u, v)<pb o n = ((u, v)</>b, a)<f>x = (u, v)c/>[b¡a¡xV Hence, b o n e A for some b e 0J.

Similarly, take d e 0§. Then

(u, v)4>d o Tr = (un, v)<pí = ((«, a)<px, v)<f>d = [[«, a, x], v,d\]

= [u, [a, v, d], x] = (u, (a, v)<f>d)</>x = (u, vt)</>x

where vt = (a, v)</>d for all v e ©. But if we show that (1, t, z) e A for all z e A, then

we are finished, for then (un, v)</>d = (u, v)(f>ajtiX) and hence (n, 1, d) e A, so that we

can then apply Corollary 5.8.

Now, (u, v)</>z ot = (a, (u, v)</>z)<pd=[a\, [u, v, z], d] = [u, v, [a, z, d]] = (u, v)<f>la¡z,d].

Hence, z°t exists for all z e A. On the other hand, (u,v)(l, t,(f>z) = (u, vt)<f>z

= (u, (a, v)<pd)<f>z = (u,a-{v, d})</>, = (u ■ {v, d}, a)<f>z = ((«, v)</>d, a)</>z = (u, v)</>ld,a,zy There-

fore, (1, /, z) exists for all z e A. But we now have enough information to apply

Corollary 5.8, and so / e A, and so we are done.

(2) Conversely, suppose that n e A. Let b e ©\, with (a, b) = l for some a. Then

certainly b ° n e A, and we have, if r : 0^0 denotes the left a-section of b ° n,

ut = (a, u)(f>b o w = Un

where we are making use of the observation in the proof of Lemma 4.7.

6. Characterization of 01 and 02. In this section we prove the "center

lemma," which is a characterization of the induced semigroup Y, and we use it to

prove necessary and sufficient conditions that maps be in 01 or 02, by means of

testing their isotopic properties with the members of A.
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Lemma 6.1 ("Center lemma"). Suppose that k: 0-^0 is such that n ° k

= k o -n for all 77 6 A. Then keF.

Proof. Note immediately that k is T-homogeneous, since in particular, A»i

=ifc°Aforall A eT. Then

(1) Suppose that k $ F. Then we first show that there exists an a0 e 0O such that

a0k ¥= Xa0 for all XeF. For assume the contrary. Then for all a e 0O, there exists a

XaeF such that ak = Xa-a. Now, for a fixed ae 0O, define 0U by v9u=(v,b)-u,

where b e 0¿ is such that (a, b) = l. Then by Theorem 5.10, 0U e A for all u; and

further, a9u = u. Hence, uk = a9uo k = ak o 9u = Xa-a9u = Xa-u for all u e 0. Hence,

keF, contrary to assumption. Hence, there exists an a0 e 0O such that a0k¥=Xa0

for all XeF.

(2) Define c0=a0k (hence c0^Xa0 for all A e F). Then we define as before

utr=(u, b)a0 where b is such that (a0, b) = l. Then note that a07r=a0 and c07r=Aa0

for some A e F. Then, on the one hand, a0(k o 7T) = c0Tr=Xa0. But on the other hand,

a0(n o k) = a0k = c0. Since k ° 7r=7r o k, we get c0 = Xa0, a contradiction. Therefore,

we must conclude that our original assumption that k $ F is false.

Corollary 6.2. F is the center of A.

Theorem 6.3 (Characterization of 01 and 02). Given a map <f>:@x&

-*■ 0, then

(i) If(l,9,4>) = <f>° 9 for all 0 e A, and if the right a-section oj'<f> is in A for some

a e 0O, then <f> = ^>bfor some b e 01.

(ii) 7/(0, 1, </>) = </> o 9 for all 9 e A, and if the left a-section of<f> is in A for some

a e 0O, then <f> = <f>dfor some de 02.

Proof. Note that in using the term "a-section" we are extending in the obvious

manner our definition given just before the statement of Theorem 5.10. The

converse of this theorem is contained in Lemma 4.7 and Theorem 5.10. We

prove (i). Define -n: uv^-(u,a)<$> as the a-section whose existence is hypothesized

in (i), and for arbitrary ve&, let t: mi-» (v, u)<j>. Then given 0eA, we have

u(t o 9) = (v, u)<f> o 9 = (v, u9)<j> = u(9 o T). Hence 0oT=t°0 for all 0eA, and so

by the center lemma, t e F. Hence, for each v e @, there is a A„ e F such that

(v, u)<f> = Xv-u for all u, v e 0.

Now, let a he as stated and let (a, b') = l for some b'. Then (v, ü)<f> = Xv ■ u

= (Xv-a,b')u = ((v,á)<f>,b')-u = (vn,b')-u. But by assumption, 7reA, and so by

Corollary 5.5 the ©'-dual of it exists, and hence (m, b')-u = (v, b'n^u by Proposi-

tion 4.6(h). Then if we set è = èV then <{> = <f>b. The proof for (ii) is similar.

Corollary 6.4. Let xeA. Then

(i) x e 01 iff (I, 9, x)=x o 9 for all 0 e A,

(ii) x e 02 iff (9, 1, x) = x o 9 for all 0 e A.

Proof. Theorem 5.10 applied to Theorem 6.3.
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7. Ions and the dual pairing. In this section we develop certain concepts needed

in later sections to prove the existence of a duality theory on A, to characterize 0,

as well as several other things. We define an "inner product" and the functor (*),

and the section concludes with what amounts to a "Riesz representation theorem"

(Theorem 7.9).

Definition 7.1. Given xe A, the 0-, 01-, ©2-ions of x, if they exist, are elements

x~, x+ and x+, respectively, which obey the following conditions:

[u, v, x] = [v, u, x~]   for all u, v e 0,

[x, u, v] = [x+, v, u]   for all u, v e Q1,

[u, x, v] = [v, x+, u]   for all u, v e Q2.

If an ion exists, then it is uniquely determined by x. Assuming that everything

exists, the ions are involutions: x~~ =x, x+ + =x, x+ + =x.

Proposition 7.2. (i) For every be 01, b~ exists and is in ©2.

(ii) For every de 02, d~ exists and is in 01.

Proof. Define </>: 0x0^0 by (u,v)</> = (v, b)■ u for all u, v e 0 and fixed b.

Then </> satisfies the requirements for Theorem 6.3(h), hence there is a unique

de ©2 such that </> = <pd,i.c, such that [u, v,d] — [v, u, b] for all u, v e Q. Hence b~

exists and is equal to d, which is in 02. Similarly for the second part.

The dual propositions of 7.2 are:

Proposition 7.3. (i) For every a e Q, a+ exists and is in ©2. For every d e Q2, d+

exists and is in 0.

(ii) For every ae 0, a + exists and is in 01. For every be 01, b + exists and is in 0.

Proposition 7.4. (i) Suppose that x~, y~ exist; then [a, x, y]~ and [x, a,y]~

exist for every ae 0, and [a, x, y]~ = [x~, a, y~] and [x, a, y]~ = [a, x~, y~].

(ii) Suppose that x+, y+ exist; then [x, b, y]+ and [x,y, b]+ exist and [x, b,y] +

= [x+,y+, b] and [x, y, b]+ = [x+, b, y+].

(iii) Suppose that x + , y+ exist; then [d, x, y]+ and [x, y, d]+ exist and [d, x,y] +

= [y + ,x\d]and[x,y,d]+ = [d,y\x + ].

Proof. Simple.

Corollary 7.5. For all ae 0, be 01, de Q2,

(i) (a,b) = {a,b~},

(ii) (a, b) = [a+,b],

(iii) {a, d} = [d,a+].

Proof. Easy consequence of Proposition 7.4.

Corollary 7.6. (i) There exists d such that [*, a, d] iff there exists b such that

[a, *, b].

(ii) There exists d such that [d, b, *] iff there exists a such that [a, *, b].

(iii) There exists a such that [*, a, d] iff there exists b such that [d, b, *].
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Proof. Corollary 7.5.

This last corollary, when compared to axiom TA-1, shows the interconnection

between coident pairs involving atoms.

Definition 7.7. Define:

(i) <(w, vy={u, v+} for all u,v e Q.

(ii) For 0eA, 0*: 0-> 0 by u6* = (u+62)+ for all u e 0.

Proposition 7.8. (i) «w0, /;» = ««, t>0*>> for all u,veQ and 9 e A.

(ii) (n o T)* = t* o 77* for all 77, t e A.

(iii) 1* = 1.
(iv) (a9)* = a-9*for allaeF,9e A.

Proof. Simple application of Corollary 7.5.

Therefore, provided that 0* is in A for every 0 e A, then (*) is a contravariant

functor on A. We intend to show in the next section that (*) is a duality theory for

A. The map < , > is called the dual pairing on 0. Aside from its suggestive relation

to the functor (*), it also has the following familiar property:

Theorem 7.9 ("Riesz representation theorem"). Let L be the set of maps

77: 0 -» T such that for some a e 0O, the map t defined by t: u\->un-a is in A. Then

for each n eL, there is a unique ae 0 such that utt = ^u, ay for all u e 0.

Proof. Define <f>: 0 x 0 -» 0 by (u, v)</> = vtt-u. Then </> satisfies the requirements

of Theorem 6.3(h), and hence there exists a unique de 02 such that </> = 4>¡¡, i-e->

such that i;77-M = {t;, d}u=<^v, d+>-w, which gives us the desired equation.

8. The duality theory on A. In this section, we show that (*) is a duality theory

on A, that 0, 01, 02 are naturally equivalent with respect to the functors ('), (2),

(*), and that A, A1, A2 are isomorphic as monoids.

Lemma 8.1. For each 9 e A, 91 e A1 and 92 e A2.

Proof. We will assume the duals of Corollary 5.8; in particular, to prove the

first assertion, we assume that if a * 01 and (01, 1, d)1 e A for some a e 0O, d e 0s,,

then 01 e A1. Then we need only the two following simple facts:

(i) do9eA implies (01, I, dye A,

(ii) (0, 1, a) e A implies a * 01 e A.

For (i),

[(01, 1, d)\ v, u] = (u9\ r#d = [d, v, M01] = [d, v]-(9, 1, u)

= (9,l,[d,v]u) = (9,l,[d,v,u])

= [do 9, v, u] = (u, v)ipM,

and so (01, 1, d)1 indeed exists. The second relation (ii) is a dual of (i). (i) and (ii)

together with our initial remarks, prove the lemma.
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Remark. Therefore, if we define for 8: 01 -> 01 and e: 02-^ 02 the maps

Si: 0^0 and e3: 0i^0iby

a8, = (8, I, a)1,       be3 = (e, l,bf

then by the duals of Lemma 5.2, 8, and e3 are indeed maps on 0 and 01, respec-

tively, and by the duals of Lemma 8.1, we can therefore conclude that (,), (3) are

maps A1 -> A and A2 -> A, respectively.

Lemma 8.2. (1) = (1)"1.

Proof. The fact that ad1, = (81, l,a)1 = a8 has already been shown in part (2)

of the proof of Lemma 5.3. The fact that also b8¿ = b8 is a dual statement, but

because of the importance of this lemma, we prove it.

[u, v, bS,1] = [u, v, (8„ 1, b)] = (u8„ v)</>b

U = (u8ub)-v = ((8,l,u)\b)-v.

(2) But for u, v e 01,

[(8, 1, a)1, v, u] = (u8, v)i/>a = [a, v, u8] = (a, u8)-v = (a8u u)-v

= [a8u v, «].

So (8, 1, a)1 = 08^ Hence from (1),

(3) ((8, 1, u)\ b)-v = (u8„ b)-v = (u, v)<pbi

and so b8,1 = b8 for all b as required.

The following is a consequence of Lemma 8.2 and its duals, since we have that

(1): A -> A1 and (3): A2 -> A and (3) ° (1): A2 ->■ A1 is an isomorphism of monoids.

Theorem 8.3. A, A1, A2 are isomorphic as monoids.

Theorem 8.4. For every 6 e A, 8* e A.

Proof. For 8 e A, we can conclude that 023 e A1. And since (x) is 1-1 and onto by

Lemma 8.2, then there is a unique 6' e A such that (8')1 = 823 for each 8 e A. In

fact, 8' = 8*. For it may be noted that [dB2, b] = [d, b823] for all d, b (this is a dual of

Proposition 4.6(h)). Hence, [dB2, b] = [d, bB'1] and so [u+62, b] = [u+, bB'1] and so

((u+B2)+, b) = (u, bB'1). Then (u8*,b) = (u8',b) and so at last, u8* = ud' for all

«6 0, hence 8'= 8*.

Theorem 8.5. <m, d> = £<i>, uy for all u, v e 0, where £ is an element of Y such

thatit=>\.

Proof. (1) Define a~=a+~+, d'=d+~+ and b, = b++~. Then by repeated

application of Proposition 7.4, we get

[d,a~~,b] = [d,a~+-+,b] = [b + ,a~+-,d]+ = [a~+, b + , d~]~ +

= [a~,d-,b%]~ = [a+-\d-,b+ + ]~ = [b+ + ,d-+,a+-]+~

= [d-+,b\-,a+y + ~ = [d-\,a,b++-]~~

= [d\a,bT~-
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(2) However, (u, v)</ild¡a>bl = (b (u, v)i/ja)ilid = (u, v)<f>a o 8 where u8 = (b, u)>pd for all

m e 01. (Note that by a dual of Theorem 5.10, 8 e A1.) But by Lemma 8.2, there is a

0 e A with 01 = 8, and so [d,a,b]=a* 92 = (9, 1, a) where note that 0 is independent

of a. Now, it is an easy matter to prove that if x+, y~, z+ exist, then so do (0, 1, x)+,

(0, l,y)~ and (1, 0, z)+ for any 0e A, and that they are equal, respectively, to

(0, l,x+),(l, 0,.y-)and(l, 0, z+). It follows therefore that (0, l,a)~~=(0, l,a~~),

and hence that from (1), [d',a,b,]~~ = [d,a~~,b] = [d,a,b]~~ and then since

(~) is 1-1, we get [d',a, b'] = [d, a, b].

(3) [a', a0, [d, a\, b]] = [a', a0, [d', a!, è']] and so

[[a', a0, d], a, b] = [[a', a0, d'], a, b"].

Let {a0, d} = \, then we get [a', a, b] = t,-[a', a, b'] where £={a0, a"}. This last

equation is for all a', a, and so applying TA-4 we get at last, b = t,b\ Therefore,

applying the definition of ('), b = t,b ++~ and so b ' = lb++ and so substituting b i-> a+

then a+~ =£a+ + + = £a+.

(4) So ««, v~}={u,v+}=[v+,u + ] = (v,u + ) = {v,u+-} = l{v,u+} = (,iv,uy. And

since <w, vy = (,<(v, w> = £•£<(«, vy for all w, v, it follows that £•£= 1.

Proposition 8.6. 0** = 9 for all 0 e A.

Proof. Trivial.

Proposition 8.7 (Natural equivalence of 0, 01, 02). Remember the maps

(+): 0 -> 01, (+): 0 -* 02, and ("): 01 -+ 02, i.e., the ions. Then (+), (+), (") are

natural bijections with respect to the functors (*), (*), (2):

(i) e* ° (+) = (+) o 9\

(ii)   0*c( + ) = ( + )oö2,

(iii)   01c (-) = (") o Ö2.

Proof, (ii) follows from Theorem 8.4 and the definition of (*). For (i), we have

ia9,b) = ia,b91) = {a,ib91)-} on the one hand, and (a0, b) = {a9, b~} = {a, ib~)92}

on the other. For (i), use the fact that (m, v+)={u, v + ~} = <m, v + ~ + > = C<C"; V} (from

the proof of Theorem 8.5) = {.v, uj.

9. Characterization of 0. In this section we give a characterization for < , >

and the elements of 0, give the final version of the necessary and sufficient con-

dition for a map to be in A, state the "interior action laws," and show the exis-

tence of a', b+, d + .

Lemma 9.1. If 9 e A, then for all de 02 and x,ye A,

[d92,x,y] = [d,i92,l,x)2,y].

Proof. Let £=(02, 1, x)2 and 07= 02 for all 0 e A. Then

("> ^[d.B.B] = (d, (u, v)r)y)riE = (d92, (U, v)r)y)r)x = (u, v)r¡ldItXiy:.
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Lemma 9.2. (B2, 1, x)2 = (8*, 1, x)fior all 8 e A, x e A.

Proof. The proof is essentially analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.1.

(1) (8*, l,b) = (82, l,b)2 for allée 01. For (8*, I,b) = b8*1 = b823 (cf. Theorem

8.4), hence for u e 02,

u- [d, b&23] = u-[d&2, b] = [dB2, b, u] = [(1, 8, d), b, u] = [d, (82, 1, b)2, u]

(by  Lemma 9.1), hence  [d, bd23, u] = [d, (82, 1, b)2, u] for all d,ue©2 and so

b823 = (82, I, b)2.

(2) (1, 8*\ dy = d82 for all d; 8 e A. For

[(1, 0*\ d)\ v, u] = (u, v8*^d = [d, v8*\ u] = [d, (8*, 1, v), u]

= [d, (82, I, v)2,u] (by (I)) = [(I, 8, d),v,u]

= [dB2, v, u] = (u, v)</ide„

for 6J= 82 for all 8 e A.

(3) Again for notational convenience, set 8K=8*1 for all 8 e A. [d, x * 8K, b]

= [dd2, x, b] for all d, b, 8, x is what we want to establish. But letting F=(l, 0*1, d)1,

we have

(u, v)4i[dtX.eK.bi = (b, (u, v)</jx.eK)4id = (b, (u, v)i/jx o 8K)i/id = (b, (u, v)i/>x)<pF

= (", *#[*■,*,&] = (". *#[dw>,*,M   (by (2)).

(4) From (3), we obtain [u, [d\, x * 8*1, b], v] = [u, [dd2\, x, b], v] and so

[d, x * 8*1, [u, b, v]] = [dB2, x, [u, b, v]]. Let u,ve©2 and let (u, b) = l. Then we

have [d, x * 8*1,v] = [dd2, x,v] for all d,ve©2, hence (d,v)r¡x,gK = (d82,v)r]x

= (d,v)r¡E where E=(82, l,x)2. But as is already known (Lemma 5.3) x * 8*1

= (B*, 1, x). This completes the proof.

It will prove useful to give in a tabular form the relations between the various

isotopes.

Proposition 9.3.

(i) (B2, l,x)2 = (8*,l,x),   (l,82,x)2 = xo8,   x#82 = (l,8,x).

(ii) id\l,xy = xoB,   (1, 61, x)1 = (1, 6*, x),   x*«1 = i&, l,x).

Proof. The relations for x # 82, x * 61 are from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.6. The relation

for (02, l,'x)2 is from Lemma 9.2 and the relation for (1, 61, x)1 is a dual statement

of it. The relations for (01, 1, x)1 and (1, B2, x)2 are duals of Lemmas 5.3 and 5.6.

Theorem 9.4. If a e 0, then for all 8 e A, (0*, 1, a) = (l, 8, a).

Proof. For u, v e ©2,

[u, i&2, l, a)2, v] = iuB2, v)Va = [uB2, a, v] = uB2-{a, v} = (M-{a, v})82

= [u, a, v]82 = [u, a, v]#82 = [u, a # 82, v]

and hence (Ö2, l,a)2 = a§82. But by Proposition 9.3, we immediately get from

this that (0*, l,a) = (l, 0, a).
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Theorem 9.5 (Characterization of < , ». Suppose that <f>: 0x 0-* 0 is

such that (u9, v)<f> = (u, v9*)<f> for all u, v e 0 and 0e A. Then there exists an ae 0

such that (u, v)<f> = <^u, vy-afor all u,v e 0.

Proof. Define v9u = {v, d} • u for d e Q2 and {a, d} = 1 for some a. Then of course,

a9u = u. Now, for w e 0, w(0„)* = £d+ • <w, «> for all w. To see this, note that

iw(9u)*, vy = iw, v9uy={v, d}<0, «»=«», d+»<<>, M» = £«d+, »Km, «» (by

Theorem 8.5) and so we get the desired equality.

To complete the theorem, note that on the one hand, (w(9u)*, a)^ = (w, a0J^

= (w,a9u)<f> = (w,u)<f>, whereas on the other hand, we also get (w(9u)*, a)<f>

= £<f>, u>(d+, a)<£ and so setting a0 = (,(d+,a)<j>, we get (u, v)j> = <w, t>>• a0 as

required.

Corollary 9.6. 77;ere exists peF0 such that <m, v}=p- <(«, vy for all u,veQ.

Proof. By Theorem 9.4 and Theorem 9.5, we know that (u, v)a=^u, vya0

where a0 = £<d+, a")a for some d, a' and arbitrary a. Hence let a e 0O and set

¿¿=£<d+, a') and we get the desired equality. To show that p e FQ, note that ap

= a'p hence ^u,vy-a-p = ^u,vy-a'-p and so <w, r>a=<(w, t;>a', hence (u,v)<f>a

= (u, v)<f>a- and so a=a'.

Corollary 9.7. <h, v) = l(v, uy for all u,veO.

Corollary 9.8. For all a e 0, be 01, de 02, then a~, b+, andd+ exist andaré

equal to, respectively, £a, t,b, and Cd.

Proof. That a~ = la follows from Corollary 9.7. Dually, it is true that d +

exists and d + =l'd where d+ + ~ = i'd. But from a+ " + = ía, substituting a = d+, we

get d~ + =£d+ and dt, = d+ + ~ and so £ = £'• Similarly for the remaining case.

Theorem 9.9 (Characterization of 0). If xeA is such that (0*, l,x)

= (1, 0, x)for all 0 e A, then x e 0.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 9.5 that (u,v)</>x = ^u,vya for some ae 0,

for all u, v e 0. Therefore, xp = a. Then it may be shown that x e 0 by using

Definition 1.3 to show that x satisfies the proper partial associativity laws, using

of course the fact that ft is 1-1.

Remark. Note that if we knew that p has an inverse, then Theorem 9.5 would

be a characterization theorem for 3-atoms analogous to Theorem 6.3. In §10 we

show that indeed p has an inverse.

Theorem 9.10 (Restricted interior action laws). Suppose that at least one

of the following six relations is true for the triple (x, y, z), x, y, z e A : x e 0,

y e 0, y e 01, z e 01, z e 02, x e 02. Then for all 0 e A,

[xo6,y,z] = [x,y,(9, l,z)],

[x,yo 9,z] = [x,y,(l, 9,z)],

[(l,9,x),y,z] = [x,(9*,\,y),z].
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Proof. Except for the cases x, y e 0, the proofs involve easy calculations using

the equalities of Proposition 9.3. On the other hand, suppose x=a. Then

[d, b, [a!, (0*, 1, y), z]] = [a, [d, b, (0*, 1, v)], z] = [a!, [dB*, b, y], z]

= [dB*, b, [a, y, z]] = [d, b, id*, 1, [a, y, z])]

= [d,b,[il,8,a),y,z]]

and so if [d, b] = l then we get the desired result.

Theorem 9.11. (i) If x~ exists then so do (0, 1, x)~, (1, 0, x)' and ix ° 0)" for

all 6 e A, and id, 1, x)"=(l, 0,x~), (1, 0, x)_=(0, 1, x~) and ix ° 0)" =x~ o 0.

(ii) If x+ exists then so do (0, 1, x)+, il, 8, x)+ and ix ° 0)+ for all 0 e A, and

(0, 1, x)+ =(0, 1, x+), (1, 0, x)+ =x+ o 8* and (x o 0)+ =(1, 8*, x+).

(iii) i/x+ exz'jta then so do (0, 1, x)+, (1, 0, x)+ ana* (x ° 8) + ,for all 6 e A, and

(0, 1, x)+ =x+ o 0*, (1, 0, x)+ =(1, 0, x+), ana" (x o 0)+ =(0*, 1, x+).

Proof. Simple calculations involving the relations of Proposition 9.3.

Theorem 9.12 (Necessary and sufficient condition for A). Suppose that

for 0: 0 -> 0 at least one of the following conditions holds:

(i) (0, 1, a) exists for some a e 0O.

(ii) do 0 exists for some de ©2.

(iii) bo 0 exists for some b e 0J.

Then 0 e A.

Proof. We use Theorem 9.11 and Theorem 5.7. Note that because of Corollary

7.5, the maps (+), (+), (") preserve idents which are also atoms; e.g., if ae 0O

then a+ e ©2 and a+ e 0J. Therefore, suppose that (0, 1, a) exists for some

a e ©0. Then by Theorem 9.11, (0, 1, a+) exists for a+ e ©I, and hence a+ ° 0

exists (Lemma 4.7). So by Corollary 5.8, 0 e A. (ii) and (iii) are dual statements.

10. Characterization of the ternary product. In this section we give a character-

ization of the isotopes and the ternary product, a generalization of the center

lemma, and we show that p. = £.

Lemma 10.1. For appropriate Be A,

(i) [x, a,y] = xo8, [a, x,v] = x° 0;

(ii) [x,y,b] = i8, 1, v), [x,b,y] = id, 1, v);

(iii) [d,x,y] = il, 8,y), [x, y,d] = H, 8,x).

We are not claiming that the 0 in the six cases are the same maps, but rather,

that for each case there exists a 0 e A so the given equality holds.

Proof. Easy consequences of Proposition 1.8 and Theorem 5.10 and its duals.

Theorem 10.2 (Characterization of isotopes), (i) Suppose F: A -> A is such

that (t, 1, x o 77)F=(t, 1, xf) o 77 for all t, n e A. Then there exists a Be A such that

xF= (1, 0, x) for all x e A.
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(ii) Suppose F: A-+ A is such that (1, t, x ° 7r)F=(l, t, xF) ° n for all t, tt e A.

Then there exists a 9 e A such that xF=(9, 1, x) for all xeA.

(iii) Suppose F: A^> A is such that (r, tt, x)F=(t, it, xF) for all t, it e A. Then

there exists a 9 e A such that xF=x ° 9 for all xe A.

Proof. We show (i). The proofs for (ii) and (iii) follow in a similar manner.

(1) By the lemma, [x, a, y]F= [xF, a, y] and [x, y, b]F= [x, yF, b].

(2) Since (0, l,dF) = (dF)o 6 for all 0e A, it follows from Theorem 6.3 that

dFe02foralld.

(3) [dF, a, b] = [d, a, b]F= [d, aF, b] by (1). Hence for all u,ve 01,

(v, u)<l>ldF¡aM = [[dF, a, b\], u, v] = [dF, [a, u, v], b] = (a, v)-[dF, u, b]

= (a,v)-[dF,u]-b.

On the other hand,

(P, u)>p[d¡aFib] = [[d, aF, b\], u, v] = [d, [aF, u, v], b] = [d, (v, u)if>aF, b]

= [d,(v,u)<l>aF]-b.

Let (a,v)=l. Then if u8 = (v,u)i/jaF for all «e©1, then 8 e A1 and hence 68

=(0*, 1, b) for some 0* e A. Hence, [d, (v, u)i/jaF] = [d,u8] = [d,(9*,l,u)] =

[(1, 0, d), u] for all u e 01. But [dF, u] = [d, (v, u)>l>aF] for all u, hence dF=(l, 9, d)

for all d. Therefore, returning to the equation (a, v) ■ [dF, u] = [d, (v, u)>liaF] we get

[dF, u] = [d, (0*, 1, «)] for all d. Hence (v, u)4>aF = (a, v)-(9*, 1, u) = [a, (9*, I, u), v]

= [(1, 0, a), u, v] for all u,ve 01. This gives at last, aF=(l, 0, a) for all a.

(4) [xF, a, b] = [x, a, b]F=[x, aF, b] = [x, (1, 0, a), b] = [x, (0*, 1, a), b] =

[(1, 0, x), a, b] for all a, b. This gives xF=(l, 9, x) for all x e A, as required.

Corollary 10.3 (Generalized center lemma). Suppose that F: A-^ A is a

function such that (r, n, x ° a)F= (r, tt, xF) ° a for all tt,t,o e A. Then there exists a

XeF such that xF= X ■ x for all xe A.

Theorem 10.4 (Characterization of the ternary product). Assume that

we are given a trace algebra A  with  ternary product  [ , , ]. Let </>: (x, y, z)

h> {x, y, z) be another map Ax Ax A -^ A which satisfies the exterior action laws,

the restricted interior action laws, and which has coident pairs of atoms. That is,

(i) for all TT,T,a e A, and x,y,ze A,

(tt, t, {x, y, z}oa) = {(tt, 1, x), (1, t, y), zoo-};

(ii) whenever x e 0, y e 0, ye 01,  z e 01, z e 02 or xe 02,  then for all

w, r, a e A,

{(1, 77, x), V o t, (a, 1, z)} = {X o a, (tt*, I, y), (I, r, z)};

(iii) if as usual a, b, d denote atoms for [ , , ],

3 a, b:   {a, *, b},       3 a, d:   {*, a, d},       3 d, b:   {d, b, *}.
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Then, the set A endowed with the product { , , } is also a trace algebra, and further,

if©' denotes the set of i-atoms of { , , }, Y the induced semigroup and Ä the co-

monoid, then

(1) 0'=©', f = r, A=A.
(2) If x e 0, y e 0, y e ©\ z e 01, z e 02 or x e 02, then {x, y, z} = X- [x, y, z]

where X is a fixed invertible element ofY.

Proof, (a) We show that ©'= ©'. Let a e 0, and define xF ={x, a, y} for fixed

a, y. Then

(tt, t, x)F = {(77, t, x), a, v} = in, 1, {x, (t*, 1, a), y})

= (77, 1, {x, (1, t, a), ^}) = (77, r, {x, a, v}) = (77, t, xi/).

So by Theorem 10.2, {x, a, y} = x o 8 for some 0 e A which depends on a and y.

Similarly, we may deduce equalities oftheform{a, x, y}=x o 8,{x,y, ¿>} = (0, l,y),

etc. analogous to those of Lemma 10.1. This means that, for example, {{x, y, z), a, w)

={x,y,z} o 8={x,y, z o 8}={x,y,{z,a,w}}. Similarly the other partial associa-

tivity laws may be gotten in this manner. Hence, 0'= 0'.

Suppose on the other hand that {{x,y,z},ä,w}={x,y,{z,ä,w}} for all

x, v, z, w e A and some ae A. Pick ye©2, we 01, and then we get

{x, v, {z, (1, 8, à), w}} = {x, v, (1, 0, {z, a, w})} = {x, y ° 0, {z, ä, w}}

= {{x, v o 0, z}, ä, w} = {{x, y, (1, 0, z)}, â, w}

= {x, y, {(1, 0, z), â, w}} = {x, y, {z, (0*, 1, ä), w}}.

Then using (iii) we get (0*, 1, a)=(l, 8, a) for all 0 e A, and hence ä e 0. Hence

03= 0. Similarly it may be shown that the other two cases follow.

(b) TA-3. For example,

(0, 1, {a, a', x)) = {(0, 1, a), a', x] = {(1, 0*, a), a', x} = {a, id, 1, a'), x}

= {a,(l,0*,a'),x} = (l,0*,{a,a',x})

for all 0 e A, and hence {a, a', x} e 0.

(c) TA-2. Define xF= {d, b, x} for fixed d, b. Then trivially we get that

(77, t, x o (t)F= (77, t, xF) ° a for all n,r,oe A, hence xF= Ax for some XeY,

and so in particular, {d, b,a}e 0 for all d, b, a. The other cases are the same.

(d) TA-1. As in (c), we find that the maps x i-> {d, b, x}, xM*{a, x, b),

x i-> {x, a, d} are maps in Y. Define (w, v)<j>-x={x, u, v+} for all u, v e 0, so that

¿: 0x0->r. Then

(m0, i;)0.x = {x, «0, v+} = {x, u, (0, 1, v+)} = {x, u, v+82}

= {x,u,iv8*)+} = iu,v8*)<f>-x

for all u, v e 0, x e A, 8 e A. Hence (w, v)<f> = A-<w, ¡;> for all w, y, for some A e T.

Because of (i), A is invertible. So we have that {x, a, 0*} = A[x, a, d]. Similarly we

get that {d, b, x}=A' • [d, b, x] and {a, x, b)=A" • [a, x, b] for some invertible A', A" e T.

Hence suppose that a is such that there exist d, b such that [a, *, b] and [*, a, d].
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Then immediately we get that {a, x, Z>-(A")-1} = x for all x and {x, a, d-(A)_1} = x

for all x. This establishes one of the three parts of TA-1 ; the others are similar. It

follows then that f = r.

(e) TA-4. Suppose that {x,b1,b2} = {x',b1,b2} for all bu b2. If we define

9b: u h-> (u, a)<j>b, for some b, it follows that {x, bu ¿>2(0i,)1}={x', bu b2(9by] for all

bu b2, b. But

{[x, a, b], blt b2) = {x o 8b, bu b2} = {x, bu (6b, 1, b2)} = {x, blt b2(6by)

= {*', bu b2(9by} = {x', blt (9b, 1, b2)} = {x' o Bb, bu b2}

= {[x', a, b], bu b2}.

On the other hand, since [x, y, b] = (9, l,y) for some 0, for all y, and each

fixed x, b, it follows that

{[x, a, b], ¿>!, b2) = {(0, 1, a), bu b2} = (6, 1, {a, bu b2}) = [x, {a, bu b2}, b]

= X"-(a,b2)-[x,bub].

Similarly,

{[x', a, b], blt b2} = {(9', 1, a), bu b2} = (9', I, {a, bu b2}) = [x', {a, blt b2}, b]

= A" (a, b2)-[x', bu b].

Hence X"-(a, b2)-[x, bu b] = X"(a, ¿2)-[x', bu b] for all bub2,b. So since A" is

invertible and since we can pick (a, b2) = l, we apply TA-4 for [ , , ] to get x = x'.

The other cases are proved similarly.

(f) From (e) we found that {x, bu b2(9by} = X(a, b2)-[x, bu b]. But b2(9b)x

= (a, b2)bas may easily be checked. Hence, (a, b2){x, blt b} = X"-(a, b2)-[x, bu b]

and so {x, bl3 b} = X"-[x, bu b] for all bu b. From this it follows that the (+)-ions

with respect to { , , } and with respect to [ , , ] coincide. Similarly, the other

two types of ions coincide for these two products. From this, using Corollary 7.5,

it follows that A = A' = A".

However, this now gives us {x, bu b) = X ■ [x, bu b]. From this immediately follows

that {x, y, b} = A- [x, y, b] for all x, y, b. The other relations of equation (2) above

are established in a similar manner. This completes the theorem.

Lemma 10.5. For tt e A, there exist 9U 92, 93e A such that

[x, d o 77, y] = d o 0X        for all d,

[b o 77, x, y] = b o 62        for ail b,

[x, y, (1,77, a)] = (1, 03, a)   for ail a,

where x,y e A are fixed.

Proof. Define (u, v)<j> = (a0, u)<j>lXiW„nhy] for all u,ve& and fixed a0 e 0, and

where for notational convenience we set v' = v+. Then if E=[x,v+ orr,y] then

(u6, v)<j> = (aQ, u6)<t>E = (a0, u)<f>a¡BtE) and then

(1, 0, E) = [x, (1, 0, v+) 0TT,y] = [x, (v+92) oTr,y] = [x, (v9*)+ o „,y]
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which then implies that ia0,u)j>a^tE) = iu,v8*)(/>. Hence by Theorem 9.5, there

exists aXty,w¡ne© such that iw,u)^[x¡daKty-i = ^u,d+y-aXiyiWi7l for all w,ueQ.

Define 0' e A by w \-> ax¡y¡w¡n. It follows from the above equation that indeed 0'

is in A, and hence we get iw,u)<f>iXtdanty]=-iw,u)<f>d° 6' or that [x, d° n, y] = d° 8'

as required. The other cases are similar.

Lemma 10.6. Let AA be the set of all elements in, t, x ° o) in A such that x is an

atom and n, t, o are in A. Then AA is a trace algebra under the ternary product in A

such that the atoms of AA are exactly the atoms of A.

Proof. It is easily seen that all that needs to be shown is that AA is closed under

the ternary product (cf. Proposition 12.1). But this follows immediately from

Lemmas 10.1 and 10.5.

Theorem 10.7. /¿ = £.

Proof. Consider the product on AA</> (i.e., the set of all </>x with x e AA) defined

by [<t>x, 4>y, <l>z] = <l>[x.y,zi- Then AA<f> endowed with this product becomes a trace

algebra. Now, if <j>~, (f> + , </>+ denote the functions 0 x 0 -> 0 defined by (w, v)</>~

= iv, u)</>, <(«, v)</>, w} = (u, (w, v)4>+} = (v, (w, w)<f>+y for </> e AA</>, it is easily seen

that <f>~, <f> + , </>+ e AA</>, and that these maps ("), (+), (+) obey isotopic action laws

analogous to those presented for the ions in Theorem 9.11. Therefore, define

F: AA</> -> AA</> by </>xF=i</>y)+ where y = x + . It easily follows that (77, r, </>x o a)F

= (77, t, </>xF) o a for all 77, t, a e A and hence by the generalized center lemma

(Corollary 10.3), </>y = X-i</>x)+ for some AeT. But note that for xe©2,</>y = t,</>x

and i</>x)+ =</>x- It follows therefore that A = £. But on the other hand, note that for

x e 0, we have i<f>x)+ =p.-</>y, and hence /x = £.

Corollary 10.8. r' = r.

11. Trace, summation, and tensor product. In this section we introduce the

"trace" of elements in A and in A, as promised. The trace of an element of A

is, in the case of example (2), the usual trace of an endomorphism as encountered

in linear algebra. We then use the trace to define a "summation operator" which

obeys some of the familiar properties associated with summation in the theory of

vector spaces and Hilbert spaces. Finally, we introduce a "tensor product" which

also obeys the familiar properties.

Definition 11.1. Given x e A, suppose that there is an x' e A such that [b, d, x\

= [d, x', b] for all d, b. If x' exists then by Proposition 11.3 below it is uniquely

determined by x, and we then call it the trace of x and denote it by xT.

Proposition 11.2. For x,,x2e A, if [d, x,,b] = [d, x2, b] for all d, b then x, = x2.

Proof. Trivial.

Proposition 11.3. xT is uniquely determined by x.

Proof. Proposition 11.2.
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Theorem 11.4 (Existence of the trace). For every xeA, xT exists and is

in 0.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 10.5, if we define (u, v)<f> = (w, u)<j>lb<v+M for

fixed iv we find that there exist aWib-x in 0 such that (w, u)</>[btdiXj={u,d}-aw¡btX.

Similarly, let (u, v)</>' = aUik¡x where k = v + . Then

(w9, v)<j>'-{u, d} = (w9, u)<t>[k¡diX] = (w, u)(f>ljid¡x}

(where j=(v9*)+), =(w,v9*)<¡>'•{«, d}. Hence again, this means that there exists

(x)a e 0 such that (w, v)<f>' = (w, v+)-(x)a and hence that

(w, u)<j>lbtdiXl = iw, b)-{u, d}ix)a = (iv, u)<j>ldÁX)aM

and so [b, d, x] = [d, (x)a, b] for all d, b, and we are finished.

The following are easy consequences of Definition 11.1.

Proposition 11.5. (i) If 9 e A thenixo 9)T=ixT)9.

(ii) [a, x, y]T= [a, xT, y], [x, a, y]T= [xT, a, y].

(iii) [b,d,x] = [d,xT,b] = [xT,b,d].

Remark. In a similar manner it is possible to show that existence of maps

Q: A -» 01 and P: A -» 02 such that

[x, d, a] = [a, xQ, d] = [d, a, xQ],

[b, x, a] = [xP, a, b] = [a, b, xP]

with the properties (1, 0, x)P=il, 9, xP) and (0, 1, x)ß = (0, 1, xQ).

Proposition 11.6. There exists feT such that for all d,b, dT=èd+ and

bT=Çb + .

Proof. (1)

«m, v+Ty = w-i{v+T,u+} = w-{v+T,u+-} = w(d+T,u+) = [v+T,w,u + ]

= [v+, w, u + ]T = [v, u + , w+] + T = [w+, v, u + ] + T

(that [a, b, d] = [d, a, b] for all d,a,b is the statement of Proposition 11.5(iii))

= [w, h+, v+]T=[w, u+T, v +] = w■ <(u+T, vy, hence we have shown that <(«, v+Ty

= iu+T, vy for all u,ve&.

(2) For u e 0, 0 e A, (0*, 1, u+)T=il, 9, u+)T. This follows from applying the

interior action laws (Theorem 9.10) to the definition of the trace.

(3) Define k: ui-^-u+T. Then

w(0 o k) = iu9) + T = (0*, 1, u+)T = (1, 0, u+)T = iu+ o 9)T

= iu+T)9 = uiko9),

for all 0 e A. So by the center lemma, u + T=£-u for some $ e F. Utilizing (1), it

also follows that u+T=£-u.
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Remark. For the remainder we assume that we are working with a trace algebra

for which i has an inverse, (~l, which (by the center lemma) is necessarily in Y.

The last proposition in this section will show that this assumption is unnecessary,

i.e., f always has an inverse, and in fact, | = £.

Proposition 11.7. If 8 e A, then there exists a iunique) XeeY such that (1, 0, u)T

= Xe-u for all u e 0.

Proof. Define Â::0-^0 by k: u h> (1, 0, u)T Then w(/c ° 77) = ((1, 0, u)T)n

= (1,0, un)T=uin o k) for all 77 e A. Hence by the center lemma, k e Y.

Definition 11.8. We define the number f_1-Afl to be the trace of 0, and we

denote it by 07. So T: A -> Y.

Remark. We choose a useful (and highly suggestive) notation for the trace of

an element in A</>. Define, for </>x e A</>,

%is,s*)<l>x = Ç-1xT.
s

It follows therefore that

2<s,s*8}-a = BT-a
s

and this leads us to define, for functions in A</> of the form (w, v) i-> («, v)</>-a where

</>: 0 x 0 -> T and a e 0O, that

(2>,í*)¿)-a = |>,s*)<M.

2s is, s*)</> is, then, a quantity in Y, and is independent of the choice of a e 0O.

We can now prove :

Theorem 11.9. (i) ("Fourier expansion".) For all a e©,

2 «**, ays = 2 «a, sys* = a.
s s

(ii) i"Linearity".) Let 8 e A, </>eA</>, and n, r e L where L is as defined in

Theorem 7.9. Then

l{is,s*)<f,}B=(jiis,s*)A8,
s \  S /

£2^-**ö = 2j*7r-iö = (2j*7r'iV'
s s \ s /

Ç^Sn-S*r = ~^S*n-ST = {^S*n-s\r.
s s \ s /

(iii) i"Parseval's identity".) For ail u,ve ©,

2<u,syis*,vy = «u,vy.
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Proof, (i) 2s i.s*,ays='2sis,s*)<l>w   where   w = a+,   and   so    =(¡~'L-a+T=a.

Similarly, for the other case,

(ii)

2 (s, s*)<f>x) 6 = (r >xT)9 = r » • (x o 9)T

= 2(s,s*)<f,xo8 = 2t{(s,s*)</>x}6.
s s

(2) If 77 eL, then utt = ^u, ay for some a e 0, by Theorem 7.9. Hence

ÍC¿s*TT-sy = a9 = t1-t-a+ + 6= tl(a+T)9

= r1-(a+ o 0)r = 2 (i, J*)¿„ • Ö   (for w = a+)
S

= 2<s*,ays6 = 2ts*Tr-s9.
s s

Similarly for the other case.

(3) This follows from the fact that the map u i-» utt ■ a0 for a0 e 0O, and 77 e L,

is a map in A, hence the result follows from (2).

(hi) 2s C"> •?>€•**> vy = (, J,s s*tt ■ st  where  5*77=<s*, t>>   and  jt = Cí, m>,   so

tt,t eL, hence by case (2), = <w, y>.

Definition 11.10. (i) Define for each x e A the function <&*: A -> 0 by

(9)<S>x = C-\l,9,x)T=^(s,s*9)<¡>x
s

and let the set of all Q>x be denoted by A<b.

(ii) Define the map u ® v e A, for u, v e 0, by

w(u 0 v) = <Cw, w>t;

for all w e 0. This map is clearly in A, and is called the tensor product of u ana v,

for reasons suggested by Proposition 11.11 below.

Proposition 11.11. (i) (u <g> r)Ox = (u, v)<f>xfor all u,ve@, and further, <&x = <S>y

Wx=y.
(ii) (u ® v)T={u, v) for all u,ve Q.

Proof. Trivial.

Theorem 11.12. £=£.

Proof. (1) The trace algebra AA was defined at the end of §10. In AA, define a

new ternary product as follows: {x, y, z} = [z+, y+, x+]+ for all x,y,ze AA. It is

easily verified that { , , } satisfies the requirements of Theorem 10.4, and hence

we can conclude that

[x,y,z]+ =X-[z+,y+,x + ]

I
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for some invertible XeY and for suitable x, y, z as stipulated in Theorem 10.4.

It is easily shown that A = £. Therefore, in particular, we find that

[bi,d,b2y = t[bi,d\bU = [bi,d,bU-

Now, from this we find that aQ = ia+T)+. For, if c e 0, then

[c,(a + T)\d] = [d,a + T,c + Y = [c + ,d,a + ]+ = [a,d,c] = [c,aQ,d]

for all c, d from which we get our result.

(2) By (1), we now have aQ = ia + T)+ =£-a +. We show that f e T0. For suppose

aiQ — a%Q- Then [a, a,Q, d] = [a, a2Q, d] for alia, d, and hence [au d, a] = [a2, d, a]

and from this it immediately follows that a, = a2.

(3) By definition, [a, a0Q, d]T=[a0, d, a]T. The left-hand side gives

= [a, ia0Q)T, d] = |■ [a, (a0Q) +, d].

The right-hand side gives

= [a0,dT,a] = {-[a0,d+,a]

and so cancelling £ between these two equations we get [a, (a0ß) + , d] = [a0, d+, a].

But

[a,ia0Q) + ,d] = [d,a0Q,a + Y = [d,a0Q]-a = {ia0Q) + ,d}-a.

On the other hand,

[a0, d+,a] = <a0, d+)-a = £<a0, d+y-a   (Theorem 10.7)

= C{a0, d}-a.

Since this is for all d, a, we get that a0g = £ûo' and hence that £ = |.

12. More examples.

(3) Bounded bilinear operators. Let ^f be the set of harmonic regular functions

f-.D^R on an open domain D of the complex plane such that the Lebesgue

integral jD |(z)/|2 dz is bounded. Then ^f is a Hubert space under the symmetric

inner product

<f,gy=^(z)f(z)gdz.

Also, #e is a reproducing kernel space with kernel function (w)Kz = (w, z)K (cf.

Yosida [3] and Aronszajn [1]), i.e., </, A"s> = (z)/for all/e 34?, ze D.

Denote the set of bounded bilinear operators ¿¥ x <5f -> 3? as A. Consider the

map

(z, w)M = (w)((fi KZ)F, (Kz, g)G)H

for/, g e Jf, F, G, H e A, z, w e D. M is certainly measureable, and so if we define

(w)h =      (z, w)M dz
JD
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then by an application of Tonelli's theorem we get

f   »I2 dw ̂  f   ||((/ KZ)F, (K„ g)G)H\\2 dz
(*) JD JD

= \\f\\2-\\gV-\\F\\2-\\G\\2-\\H\\2.N2

where 0<N2 = jD(z, z)K2 dz<ca. Hence, h is in J*i?, provided that it is regular

harmonic; we can differentiate under the integral sign to prove regularity and

harmonicity. Therefore, define (/ g)[F, G, H] = (l/N)-h on D. Equation (*) above

then implies that ||[F, G, H]\\ ̂  \\F\\ ■ \\G\\ ■ \\H\\ and A endowed with this ternary

product is a trace algebra with the obvious atoms. The induced ring is R, and the

comonoid is the set of bounded endomorphisms of JF.

(4) The "sup" trace algebras. For X a set, and 5=[0, 1] (the closed interval in

R), define ¿t to be the set of all maps X -> S. Then define < , ):^xjf^>5,

K: XxX->Shy

(fig} = sup(x/xg)

(the sup being taken over all x in X) and

(x,y)K=0       (x*y),

= 1       (x = y).

In addition, let Jf?2 denote the set of all maps Xx X-> S, and A the set of maps

F:Jfx^^Jf such that

(1) (af,ßg)F=aß-(fg)F,a,ßeS,

(2) sup* (Hx, g)F=(supx Hx, g)F, sup* (/ Hx)F=(f sup* HX)F

for all fgeje, He3f2 (where yHx = (y, x)H). Then the map [F, G,H]eA for

F, G, H e A is defined by

(/ g)[F, G, H] = sup ((/ KX)F, (Kx, g)G)H.
X

Then A becomes a trace algebra with induced semigroup 5.

(5) Ternary relations. Let X be an arbitrary set, and let stf he the set of all

subsets of Xx Xx X, i.e., the set of all "ternary relations." Then for U, V, W es4,

define [U, V, W] as the set of all (x, y, z) such that there are r,s,teX with

(x, r, s) e U, (r, y, t) e V, and (s, t, z) e W. Or, equivalently,

[U, V, W] = \J U*rsx P*'x Wst*
r.s.t

where U*rs = {xe X : (x, r, s) e U), and so on. (The union is over all r, s, t in X.)

Then, j/ endowed with this ternary product is a trace algebra. The atoms are

sets of the form

DA = {(x, x, a) : x e X, a e A},

D\ = {(a, x, x) : x e X, a e A},

T>a = {ix, a, x) : x e X, a e A}

for A a subset of X.
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The induced semigroup is the multiplicative part of the field of two elements,

with the action defined by 0-5 = 0 and 1 S = S for any subset S of X.

For a given U es/, the trace UT of U is the set DA where A = (JS Uss*.

It is possible to show that the comonoid of s/ may be identified with the set of

all relations on the set X (recall that the composition R ° S of relations R, S on X

is the set of all (x, v) such that there is an r e X with (x, r)e R and (r, y) e S). In

fact, define the set function 8R on the power set of X (for R a relation on X) by

A8R = {y e X : 3 x e A with (x, y) e R}.

Then, the correspondence Rt->- 8R from the set of relations of X to the comonoid

of s/ may be shown to be an isomorphism of monoids.

(6) Finitely-generated projective modules. Example (1) may be extended in the

following manner: it may be shown that any finitely-generated projective i?-module

(R commutative with unit) may be regarded as a module of functions m: S-*■ R

for S some finite set, which possesses a symmetric i?-bilinear form < , > : Mx M

-*■ R and a function K: S x S -> R, such that

(1) <m,A.>=(i)m,

(2) ~2s(s)KtKs = Kt (the proof of this is relatively simple and is left to the

reader), where (s)Kt = (s, t)K and where the summation is over all s in S. In this

case, the set of all i?-bilinear functions on M become a trace algebra via the

ternary product

(m, n)[fi g, h] = 2 ((m, Ks)fi (Ks, n)g)h.

(7) A counterexample. In example (1), let 0: M -> M be a nonsingular skew-

symmetric map: 0*=—0, and define (1) an "inner product" on M by <w, v}

= {u, v8}0 (for < , >0 the inner product of example (1), and (2) a "summation

operator" on A by

2(s,s*)f=^(ei,eiB-^)f
s i

Then, this makes A into a new trace algebra in such a way that J= — 1. It is also

an example of a nonregular trace algebra which has a nonregular trace and is also

representable (see §13).

(8) Trace subalgebras. A trace subalgebra A' of a trace algebra A is a subset of

A which contains 0, 01, 02 and which is a trace algebra under the restriction of

the ternary product defined on A. It follows that the atoms of A' are exactly the

atoms of A.

The following are offered without proof:

Proposition 12.1. A subset A'^A is a subalgebra of A iff it contains 0, 01, and

02, and is closed under the ternary product of A.

Proposition 12.2. If A,gA is an arbitrary indexed family of subalgebras of A,

then (~), A, is a subalgebra of A.
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The trace algebra AA introduced in §10 is therefore a subalgebra of A and is in

fact the smallest subalgebra of A which has A as its comonoid.

Proposition 12.3. Proposition 12.2 implies the existence of minimal subalgebras.

One shows that the minimal subalgebra A0 of A consists of all those elements of the

form (77, t, x ° o) where x is an atom, and n, t, o e A0, where A0 is the set consisting

of the elements of Y and maps of the form u<g> v and (u <2> v)*.

(9) Matrix trace algebras. For A additive, let Cn(A) be the set of all nxnxn

cubic matrices with entries in A. If X=(xijk), Y=(ym) and Z=(zijk) are in Cn(A),

then define

[X, Y,Z\ijk = 2_ \xirs, yrjt, zstk]
r.s.t

where the summation is over r, s, t=\,..., n. Then Cn(A) endowed with this

ternary product is an additive trace algebra. In fact, the 3-atoms are of the form

Oijk = 8ijak (ak e 0), the 1-atoms are of the form bijk = bi8jk (bt e 01) and the 2-

atoms are of the form di]k = 8lkdj (d,e ©2). If then A=(aijk) is a 3-atom and

B = (bijk) is a l-atom then (A, A) = 2¡ (#■> b¡) and hence, the induced ring of Cn(A)

is the induced ring of A. The comonoid of Cn(A) is isomorphic to the matrix ring

Mn(A).

Finally, if R' denotes the trivial trace algebra of the ring R, then note that

Cn(R') are, up to an identification, the trace algebras Bilins (M) (where of course

R is commutative with unity), of example (2).

13. Regular trace algebras. In this concluding section, we determine a class of

well-behaved trace algebras, prove a uniqueness theorem for them, and then prove

our main theorem (Theorem 13.6) which shows that these well-behaved trace

algebras can be regarded as being constructed in terms of a "summation operator"

acting on a class of binary maps, as was the case in our examples (2), (3), (4).

Definition 13.1. A trace algebra will be called regular if the interior action

laws of Theorem 9.10 hold without restriction, that is, for all x, y, z e A and

77, t, a e A,

[(1,77, x), y o r, (o, 1, z)] = [x°<T, (n*, l, y), (1, t, z)].

The three equations encompassed in this relation will be referred to as the interior

action laws.

Theorem 13.2 (Uniqueness theorem). Suppose that A, [ , , ] is a regular

trace algebra whose plinths and comonoid are ©' and A, respectively. Let A, { , , }

be another trace algebra which also has 01 as ¡-plinths and which satisfies the interior

and exterior action laws with respect to the elements of the comonoid A of [ , , ].

Let T denote the trace for [ , , ] and T' the trace for { , , }. Then: If T' = XT for

some invertible XeY, then also there exists an invertible A' e Y such that {x, y, z}

= X' [x,y,z] for all x,y,zeA. Or, stated in words: a regular trace algebra is

uniquely determined by its comonoid and trace function.
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Proof. Since the plinths of { , , } are 0', it follows, for example, that there are

a e 0 and b e 01 with {a, x, b} = x for all x e A. Combining this observation with

the fact that { , , } obeys the interior and exterior action laws of Theorem 5.9 and

Definition 13.1 with respect to A, then it follows by the characterization theorem

(Theorem 10.4) that there is an invertible A" e F such that {x, y, z} = X" ■ [x, y, z]

whenever x e 0, y e 0, y e 01, z e 01, z e 02 or x e 02. In particular, Theorem

10.4 shows that the comonoids of [ , , ] and { , , } coincide. Then:

{a, b, {x, d, z}} = {{a, b, x), d, z} = {bo 9, d, z) = {b, d, (9, 1, z)}

= {d, (0, 1, z)T, b} = X'[d, (9, 1, z)T, b]   (where A' = AA")

= X'[b, d, (0, 1, z)] = X'[b o 9, d, z] = A'[{a, b, x}, d, z]

= A'A"[[a, b, x], d, z] = A'A"[a, b, [x, d, z]] = X'{a, b, [x, d, z]}

for all a, b, and hence {x, d, z} = A'[x, d, z] for all x, z e A, d e 02.

{d, a, {x, y, z}} = {x, {d, a, y), z) = {x, d ° 0, z} = {x, d, (1, 0, z)}

(2) = A'[x, d, (1, 0, z)] = A'[x, d o 0, z] = A'A"[x, [d, a, y], z]

= X'X"[d, a, [x, y, z]] = X'{d, a, [x, y, z]}

for all d, a and hence {x, y, z} = A'[x, y, z], as required.

As an immediate application of the uniqueness theorem, the following theorem

shows that whenever all the ions exist, a regular trace algebra is "isomorphic" to

its dual algebras.

Theorem 13.3 (Self-duality). Suppose that A is a regular trace algebra such

that for all x e A, x~, x + , x+ exist. Then for all x,y,ze A,

[x,y, z]~ = i-[y-,x~,z-],    [x,y, z]+ = Í-[z + ,y\ x + ],

[x,y,z]+ = t-[x+,z+,y+l

Proof. We prove the first equation. The other cases are similar. Define { , , }

in A by {x, v, z}= [y~, x~, z']~ for all x, y, z e A. It is easily seen that A endowed

with this new ternary product is also a trace algebra, whose /-plinths are precisely

the 0' and whose comonoid is A. Then by Theorem 10.4, {x, y, z} = A[x, y, z] for

some invertible A whenever x e &, y e &, etc. (in fact, A = £). Hence, if T' denotes

the trace function for { , , }, then

l[d, xT', b] = {d, xT', b} = {b, d, x} = [d~, b~, x~]~ = [b~, x~T, d~]~

= [x~T, b, d] = [d,x~T,b]

for all d,b and hence, lxT' = x'T. But by the same argument used to prove

Propostion 13.4, x~T=t,xT. This shows that T' = T. It follows, then, that since

[ , , ] is regular, then { , , } is also regular, and we can then apply Theorem 13.2.

Proposition 13.4. Suppose A is a regular trace algebra. Then

(6, 1, x)T = (1, 0*, x)T,   (77 o t)T = (r 0 77)7;    9*T=t-9T.
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Proof. Follows immediately from regularity.

Definition 13.5. Given x, y, z e A, define the map [</>x, <j>y, </>z]: 0 x 0 ^ 0 as

follows:

(u, v)[</>x, </>y, ¿J = 2 (("' ^ (Ä*> DM»W* = ^U> e»> Z)T
s

where x8u = (u,s)(f>x and s*8v = (s*, v)<f>y. It is not clear whether, in general,

[<f>x, <f>y, 4>z] is a map in A</> or not. We will call a trace algebra representable if

[4>x, </>y, 4>z) is in A</> for all x, y, z and if [<f>x, </>„, </>z] = í<f>lx¡y,zl for all x, y, z.

Theorem 13.6 (Representation theorem). Any regular trace algebra is

representable, i.e., for all x, y, z e A, u,ve 0,

("> «#[*,!/,*] = I 2 (("' J)^*> (•**> ^v)^-
s

Proof. We imitate the proof of Theorem 13.2 with a few modifications. First

note the following facts:

(1) For x or y e 0, [<f>„ </>y, </>z] = t<f>lx,v,z}.

(2) For all x, y, z e A and n,r,a e A,

("■> T> [<£*> &»> ̂ 1) ° CT =   i(n> i» ^jc). (1. T, 4>y), X ° a],

[(1, », ¿,), ¿„ » r, (o, 1, ^] = [^ o a, (77*, 1, </>„), (1, r, &)].

The first equation is obvious from Definition 13.5. In the second relation, the cases

for t and a are also obvious. The case for 77 follows from Proposition 13.4, or

rather, in another form, the fact that 2s (s8, s*)<j>x = JiS (s, s*8*)<f>x for all x. Then

(3) For all d, b there exists a unique </>xT for every xe A such that [</>„, (f>d, </>x]

= [</>d, 4>xT, </>b\ for all d, b. In fact, it is easily verified from Definition 13.5 that

<t>xT='t>xT-

(4) Consider the map in A defined by Bab: u m- (u, v)-a for fixed b and a. Then

note that (8ab, 1, </>x) = </>b o nxa for all x, b, where 77^: u h> (a, u)</>x (Lemma 10.1).

Then, we find that

(ßab, 1» [4>x> <t>d, 4>z]) =  [(6ab, 1) <f>x), 4>d, 4>z\ = [<f>b ° ̂ xa-, <f>d> 4>z]

=   [</>!» 7*d> ("xai 1> <f>z)]  — [4>b, <kd, </>e]

where

E = (nxa, 1, z)  =   [</>d, <f>ET, </>b]  =   [</>d, </>ET, </>b]  =  t<Pld,BTM

=   £<f>lb,d,El   =   ^[ÖoJt.d.S]       (fOr 77   =   77^a)

= tyiF.d.zi   (F=(8ab, l,x))

=  i(6ab> 1> 'flx.d.zd-

Hence,

t(u8ab, v)4>lx<d,z] = (a, v)[<f>x, fa, </>z]

for all a, b, u, v, which implies t<j>lx,i^ = [4>x, <f>d, <f>z\-
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(5) Let 9da be the map in A defined by y i—>- {v, d}a. Then note that for all y, d, a,

(1, 9da, <f>y) = <f>d o TTya for 77ïa: u m* («, a)</>y, again from Lemma 10.1. Then,

(1> 0<ia> [<£*> <f>y, 0e])  =   [<f>x, (I, 0<ta, <£y)> <t>z\  =   [<f>x, 4>ä. ° ̂ ya, <f>z]

=   [0x> 0d> 0> "'ya, «¿2)]  =   [<¿*> <¿<i> <f>E]

(E=(l,TTxa,z)) and by part (4), =^[x,<¡,a. But as usual, [x, d, £] = [x, d ° rr,,,,, z]

= [*,(!> 6da,y),z], and so £0u,d,£1 = £(l, 0da, 4>u.y^) so that

(«, ^öda)[<ti*, <j>y, <i>z] = l(u, v6da)<f>[Xiy^

for all u, v, d, a from which follows

(", a)[<t>x, <f>y, 4>2] = tiu, a)<f>lx,y¡zi

for all u, a. This implies that [</>x, <f>y, <f>z] is in A</> and is equal to l<f>ix,y,z-\- This

completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark. A trace T will be called regular if (1, 0, x)J=(0*, 1, x)T for all x e A

and 0 e A.

Corollary 13.7. A trace algebra is regular iff it is representable and has a

regular trace.

Proof. The one direction is Theorem 13.6. The converse follows from our last

remark in (2) of the proof of that theorem.
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